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m
Creative Curriculum matrix: Year 6
Term 1
Topic title

Woeful WW1

History.

WW1

Topic



Place current study on time
line in relation to other
studies

Use relevant dates and
terms
Sequence up to 10 events on a
time line

Recognise primary and
secondary sources

Use a range of sources to
find out about an aspect of
time past.

Suggest omissions and the
means of finding out
Bring knowledge gathering from
several sources together in a
fluent account

Visitor: WW1 WOW day

Term 2
Pummeled
Plymouth/
Battered Bristol

Term 3
Mysterious Mayans

Mayans

Find about beliefs,
behaviour and
characteristics of
people

Compare beliefs
and behaviour
with another
period studied

Explain cause and
effect using
evidence to
support and
illustrate their
explanation
Know key dates,
characters and events of
time studied

Link sources and
work out how
conclusions were
arrived at

Consider ways of
checking the
accuracy of
interpretations –
fact or fiction and
opinion

Term 4
Savage Storms

Term 5

Term 6
Awesome Australiasia
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Be aware that
different evidence
will lead to
different
conclusions
Confidently research
using the library

Geography

Settlements
pre/post war

Natural disasters

Australasia



Understand the
significance of longitude
and latitude.

Locate the main
countries in Africa,
Asia,
Australasia/Oceania

Identify their main
environmental
regions, key physical
and human
characteristics and
main cities.

Understand 6-figure
grid references.

To name and locate
key topographic
features including
coast, erosion, hills,
mountains and rivers.
Explore how these features
have changed over time.



Study
settlements
pre- and postwar
compared to
modern day.
Draw conclusions
and develop
informed reasons
for the changes












Study and
understand
natural
disasters.
Describe and
explain the
processes that
cause natural
disasters.
Draw
conclusions
about the
impact of
natural
disasters.
Undertake a
data collected
survey in the
local area of a
local feature e.g.
traffic.
Produce graphs
and charts to
show the
results.
Ask
geographical
questions.
Form and
develop
opinions.
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Report on the
effects of
environmental
change on
themselves and
others.
Be aware of own
responsibility in the
world.

MFL

Revision:
-Say numbers to 100
-Good use of pronunciation
-ask for repetition and
clarification
-spell commonly used words
correctly
-understand main points and
some detail from a short
spoken passage

Places and
Directions:
-Understand and
use the verb aller
-identify and
substitute nouns
within a
statement
-recognise word
order varies
within a sentence
-understand main
points and some
detail from a
short spoken
passage

Tout A Propos des
Animaux (NonChronological
Reports on animals)
-express an opinion
on a given topic
-deliver a short
presentation on a
given topic
-write a short
paragraph using a
model
-understand main
points and some
detail from a short
spoken passage

Tout A Propos des
Animaux (NonChronological
Reports on animals)
-express an opinion
on a given topic
-deliver a short
presentation on a
given topic
-write a short
paragraph using a
model
-understand main
points and some
detail from a short
spoken passage

Scene de plage
(Beach scene) Poetry
-write a short
paragraph using a
model
-read and
understand short
stories/poetry
-understand main
points and some
detail from a short
spoken passage

Scene de plage (Beach
scene)
Poetry
-write a short paragraph
using a model
-read and understand
short stories/poetry
-understand main points
and some detail from a
short spoken passage
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Topic Text

The Soldier (Rupert Brooke)

Goodnight Mr
Tom

Only Remembered
Line of fire

Firework Makers
Daughter

The great Kapok Tree
The Chocolate Tree
Avoid being a Mayan
Soothsayer

Kensuke’s Kingdom

Possum Magic

Enter E-ACT
newspaper
competition

Compare and
contrast eight
authors

Play and sing seven
songs in another
language

Dragon’s den task
for charity
(shelterbox)

Write a page in
another language

Blitz
The Emergency
Zoo
Carrie's War

E-ACT
Passport
Links

Touch type a blog
Year 6 rock stars maths

Debate six safety
dilemmas

Study as a group
for a presentation Design and make a
themed outfit

Core

Writing texts

Writing
Genre

The Soldier (Rupert Brooke)
Only Remembered
Line of fire

Blitz
The Emergency
Zoo
Carrie's War

The great Kapok Tree
The Chocolate Tree
Avoid being a Mayan
Soothsayer

Year 6: Poetry
Year 6: Newspaper/Recount
Year 6: Instructions
Year 6: Explanation Texts
Year 6: Narrative

Year 6: Play Script
Year 6: Persuasive
Year 6: NonChronological
report

Year 6: Persuasive
Year 6: Recount
Year 6: Descriptive
Year 6: Narrative

Kansukes Kingdom

Year 6: NonChronological
Report
Year 6: Poetry
Year 6: Explanation
text

97% + attendance
Relax and help others to
relax
Visit a secondary school

Walk/run 10,000m

Take six nature/listening
walks

Harry Potter

Possum Magic

Year 6: Explanation Texts
Year 6: Discussion
Year 6: Narrative (Elmer)
Year 6: Narrative 2:
Titanium
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Year6: Narrative
Year 6: Poetry

Year 6: Narrative

Year 6: Recount

Maths
Read, write, order and
compare numbers up to
10 000 000 and determine the
value of each digit (appears
also in Reading and Writing
Numbers)
round any whole number to a
required degree of accuracy
use negative numbers in
context, and calculate
intervals across zero
Solving problems inc the
above
multiply and divide numbers
by 10, 100 and 1000 where
the answers are up to three
decimal places
use their knowledge of the
order of operations to carry
out calculations involving the
four operations
solve addition and
subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which operations

Multiply multi-digit
numbers up to 4
digits by a two-digit
whole number
using the formal
written method of
long multiplication

Associate a fraction
with division and
calculate decimal
fraction equivalents
(e.g. 0.375) for a simple
fraction
(e.g.3/8)

divide numbers up
to 4-digits by a twodigit whole number
using the formal
written method of
short division
where appropriate
for the context
divide numbers up
to 4 digits by a twodigit whole number
using the formal
written method of
long division, and
interpret
remainders as
whole number
remainders,
fractions, or by
rounding, as
appropriate for the
context

recall and use
equivalences between
simple fractions,
decimals and
percentages, including
in different contexts.

Solve problems
involving similar
shapes where the
scale factor is known
or can be found
(copied from Ratio
and Proportion)

use, read, write and
convert between
standard units,
converting
measurements of
length, mass, volume
and time from a
solve problems
smaller unit of
involving the relative
measure to a larger
sizes of two quantities
unit, and vice versa,
where missing values
using decimal
can be found by using
notation to up to
integer multiplication
three decimal places
and division facts solve solve problems
problems involving the involving the
calculation of
calculation and
percentages [for
conversion of units of
example, of
measure, using
measures, and such as
decimal notation up
15% of 360] and the use to three decimal
of percentages for
places where
comparison solve
appropriate
problems involving

Revision Gaps

Design a produt for selling –
packaging – costings,
budget, and profit
use their knowledge of the
order of operations to carry
out calculations involving the
four operations
solve addition and
subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which operations
and methods to use and why
perform mental calculations,
including with mixed
operations and large
numbers

Statistics – break even
graphs
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and methods to use and
why
identify the value of each digit
to three decimal places and
multiply and divide numbers
by 10, 100 and
1000 where the answers are
up to three decimal places
(copied from Fractions)
associate a fraction with
division and calculate decimal
fraction equivalents (e.g.
0.375) for a simple fraction
(e.g. 3/8)
compare and order fractions,
including fractions >1
use common factors to
simplify fractions; use
common multiples to express
fractions in the same
denomination

divide proper
fractions by whole
numbers (e.g. 1/3 ÷
2 = 1/6 )
multiply one-digit
numbers with up to
two decimal places
by whole numbers

similar shapes where
the scale factor is
known or can be found
solve problems
involving unequal
sharing and grouping
using knowledge of
fractions and multiples.

solve problems
involving the
calculation and
conversion of units of
measure, using decimal
notation up to three
decimal places where
appropriate
(appears also in
Converting)
identify common
recognise that shapes
factors, common
with the same areas
multiples and prime can have different
numbers
perimeters and vice
versa
use their
knowledge of the
order of operations
to carry out
calculations
involving the four
operations

associate a fraction with
division and calculate decimal
fraction equivalents (e.g.
0.375) for a simple fraction
(e.g. 3/8)
(copied from Fractions)

use estimation to
check answers to
calculations and
determine, in the
context of a
problem, levels of
accuracy

add and subtract fractions
with different denominators
and mixed numbers, using the
concept of equivalent
fractions

interpret and
construct pie charts
and line graphs and
use these to solve
problems

recognise, describe
and build simple 3-D
shapes, including
making nets
(appears also in
Drawing and
Constructing)
illustrate and name
parts of circles,
including radius,
diameter and
circumference and
know that the

(appears also in
Measuring and
Calculating)
convert between
miles and kilometres
calculate the area of
parallelograms and
triangles
calculate, estimate
and compare volume
of cubes and cuboids
using standard units,
including cubic
centimetres (cm3)
and cubic metres
(m3), and extending
to other units [e.g.
mm3 and km3].
recognise when it is
possible to use
formulae for area and
volume of shapes
express missing
number problems
algebraically
find pairs of numbers
that satisfy number
sentences involving
two unknowns
enumerate all
possibilities of
combinations of two
variables
use simple formulae
recognise when it is
possible to use
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Gaps

calculate and
interpret the mean
as an average
describe positions
on the full
coordinate grid (all
four quadrants)
draw and translate
simple shapes on
the coordinate
plane, and reflect
them in the axes.

diameter is twice the
radius
draw 2-D shapes using
given dimensions and
angles
recognise, describe and
build simple 3-D
shapes, including
making nets (appears
also in Identifying
Shapes and Their
Properties)

formulae for area and
volume of shapes
(copied from
Measurement)
generate and
describe linear
number sequences

compare and classify
geometric shapes based
on their properties and
sizes and find unknown
angles in any triangles,
quadrilaterals, and
regular polygons
recognise angles where
they meet at a point,
are on a straight line, or
are vertically opposite,
and find missing angles

Reading

2 point question
Skimming and scanning

3 point questions
Inference

Stamina and speed

3 point questions
Inference
2 point question
Skimming and
scanning
Stamina and speed

2/3 point question
Skimming and scanning
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RESPECT
theme plus
religious
ceremonies/
celebrations

ISLAM

CHRISTIANITY

CHRISTIANITY

CHRISTIANITY

ISLAM

ISLAM

What is the best way for a
Muslim to show commitment
to God ?

How significant is
it that Mary was
Jesus’ mother?

Is anything ever
eternal?

Is Christianity still a
strong religion
2000 years after
Jesus was on Earth?

Does belief in
Akhirah (life after
death) help Muslims
lead good lives?

Does belief in Akhirah (life
after death) help Muslims
lead good lives?

Explore the meaning of
religious terms

Describe an
important event
and compare
different people’s
accounts and
experiences of
this same event

Inclusion

Research why different
people think some things are
sacred
Show and insight and
understanding into some of
the ways religion can
influence person’s life
Explain some of the ways
religion can influence a
persons life
Evaluate and offer thoughtful
comments about the beliefs
of a person/ community

Rosh Hashanah
Harvest festival

Christmas different
accounts
(Matthew, mark
Luke and John)

Explore the meaning
of religious terms
Explore the meaning
of religious terms
Suggest and use a
range of appropriate
questions and
suggest suitable
answers
Explain why different
people think
somethings are
special, different
peoples’ ideas about
the things they value

Explore the
meaning of
religious terms
Suggest and use a Commonwealth Day
range of
St Patrick’s Day
appropriate
questions and
suggest suitable
answers

Ramadan
Explore the
meaning of
religious terms
Explain the
significance of
religious stories
and how they
affect our lives
Reflect on my own
views and feelings
with reasons on
religious issues

Easter St David’s Day
Mothers’ day

Explore the meaning
of religious terms

Explore the meaning of
religious terms

Explore the meaning
of religious terms
Suggest and use a
range of appropriate
questions and
suggest suitable
answers

Express my own ideas on
values concerning me and
how religion affect how I
behave

St Georges Day
Shakespeare's
birthday
Europe Day May 9th

Give an accurate account
of some aspects of a
special religious person’s
life
Explain different peoples’
ideas about things they
value in life or their
version of life
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Remembrance
Day
Diwali
Guru Nanak Dev
St Andrews
Children in Need.
SMSC
(Including
SEAL, UNICEF
focus
assembly and
P4C)
Jigsaw

New Beginnings
UNICEF focus: world teacher’s
day.
ANTI BULLYING WEEK

Being me in My World
Identify positive ways to face
new challenges
Demonstrate some ways of
dealing with these changes in
a positive way

Getting on/Falling
out/Bullying
UNICEF focus:
World Children’s
day.

Going for goals
Relationships
UNICEF focus: Martin WORLD BOOK
Luther King Day
WEEK

Celebrating
Differences

Dreams and Goals
Talk about a range of
jobs and explain how
they will develop
skills to work in the
future.

Describe some of
the different
beliefs and values
in society
Demonstrate
respect and
tolerance
towards people
different from
themselves

Good to be me
UNICEF focus: World
Health Day

Changes
UNICEF focus: World Day
against Child Labor

Healthy Me

Relationships

Changing me

List some ways of
resisting negative
peer pressure
around issues
affecting their
health and
wellbeing

Make judgements to
decisions.

Discuss some of the
bodily and emotional
changes at puberty

SAFER INTERNET DAY SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
WEEK

Demonstrate how to
look after and save
money

List the commonly
available
substances and
drugs that are legal
and illegal
Describe some of
the effects and
risks of these

Demonstrate some ways
of dealing with these
changes in a positive way
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RRS

Article 12 (respect for the

Article 14

Article 15

views
of the child)
Every child has the right to
express their views, feelings
and wishes in all matters
affecting them, and to have
their views considered and
taken seriously. This right
applies at all times, for
example during immigration
proceedings, housing
decisions or the child’s dayto-day home life.

(freedom of
thought,
belief and
religion)
Every child has
the right to think
and believe what
they choose and
also to practice
their religion, as
long as they are
not stopping other
people from
enjoying their
rights.
Governments
must respect the
rights and
responsibilities of
parents to guide
their child as they
grow up.

Every child has the
right to meet other
children and join
groups and
organizations as long
as this does not stop
other people enjoying
their rights

Responsibility - to listen and
respect everyone point of
view

Responsibility to respect others’
beliefs

Article 28 (right

to education)
Every child has the
right to an
education. Primary
education must be
free and different
forms of secondary
education must be
available to every
Responsibility – to
child. Discipline in
encourage others to
schools must
join in and to develop respect children’s
team spirit.
dignity and their
rights. Richer
countries must help
poorer countries
achieve this.
Responsibility To make the most
for every learning
opportunities

Article 29 (goals of

Article 31 (leisure, play

education) Education
must develop every
child’s personality,
talents and abilities to
the full. It must
encourage the child’s
respect for human
rights, as well as
respect
for their parents, their
own and other
cultures, and the
environment.

and culture) Every child
has the right to relax, play
and take part in a wide
range of cultural and
artistic activities.

Responsibility – to
appreciate everyone
if unique and
different

Responsibility To behave respectfully
towards each other and
the environment

Science and Computing
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BIG DAYS in
school
(off
timetable
days)

BIG MATHS CHALLENGE

Science

Electricity & Light
-associate the brightness of a
lamp of the volume of a
buzzer with the number or
voltage of cells in the circuit
-compare and give reasons
for variations in how
components function,
including the brightness of
bulbs, the loudness of buzzers
and the on/off position of
switches.
-Use recognized symbols
when representing a simple
circuit in a diagram.

Evolution
-Recognize that
living things have
changed over
time and that
fossils provide
information
about living
things that
inhabited the
earth millions of
years ago
-Recognize that
living things
produce offspring
of the same kind,
but normally
offspring vary and
are not identical
to their parents.
-identify how
animals and
plants are
adapted to suit
their
environments in
different ways
and adaptation
may lead to
evolution.

Habitats
-describe how living
things are classified
into broad groups,
according to
common observable
characteristics and
based on similarities
and differences
including microorganisms, plants
and animals
-give reasons for
classifying plants and
animals base on
characteristics

WORLD BOOK
SATS/CAMP TERM
WEEK
SCIENCE WOW DAY

HEALTHY SCHOOLS &
SPORTS DAY

Light
-Recognize that
light appears to
travel in straight
lines
-Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
explain that objects
are seen because
they give out or
reflect light into the
eye
-Explain that we
see things because
light travels from
light sources to our
eyes or from light
sources to objects
and then to our
eyes.
-Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
explain why
shadows have the
same shape as the
objects pass them.

Animals and Humans
-Identify and name the
main parts of the human
circulatory system, and
described the functions of
the heart, blood vessels
and blood.
-Recognise the impact of
diet and exercise, drugs
and lifestyle on the way
their bodies functioned.
-describe the way that
nutrients and water are
transported within
animals including
humans.
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Computing

Unit 6.4
Blogging
-Manipulate images
-Design own webpage
Weeks– 5
Programs– 2Blog
Unit 6.6
Networks
Weeks– 3
Programs– Browser

Unit 6.1
Coding
-Use IF THEN ELSE
conditions
to
control events or
objects
-Use a range of
sensing tools to
control events or
actions
-Use
lists
to
create a set of
variables
-Use
Boolean
operators
to
define conditions
-Use a range of
coding
and
computing skills
to make own
content
Number
of
Weeks– 6
Main Programs–
2Code
*Week
consolidation
skills*

7
of

Unit 6.2
Online Safety
-Understand how
simple networks are
set up and used
-Understand about
legal and illegal
downloads
-Know what a
positive digital
footprint is and how
to maintain one
-Know how to be a
critical consumer
online
Weeks– 2
Programs– Various
*Week
3-6
consolidation
of
skills/Safer Internet
Skills*

Unit 6.3
Spreadsheets
-Collect live datalogging equipment
identifying
data
errors,
patterns
and sequences
Weeks– 5
Programs–
2Calculate

Unit 6.5
Text Adventures

Unit 6.7
Quizzing
-Collect live data-logging
-Use IF THEN ELSE equipment
identifying
conditions to control data errors, patterns and
events or objects
sequences
-Use a range of c
sensing tools to
control events or
actions
-Undertake
film Weeks– 6
making;
including Programs– 2Quiz, 2DIY,
scripting,
roles, Grammar Games
rehearsal,evaluation,
quality of shorts, *ICT Week in Week 7 to
appropriatenessof
do optional Binary Unit*
sound, saving to
different media
Weeks– 5
Programs–
2Connect

2Code,
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Arts Mark

Music,

Art

Unit – I'll Be There

Unit – Classroom
Jazz 2

Unit – New Year Carol

Unit – You've Got A
Friend
-Take turns to lead a group
-Sing or play from memory
-Confidently
sing
or
-Maintain own part
-Show thoughtfulness in
with confidence, expression
-Perform alone or selecting sounds and
play a solo
with awareness of
structures to convey ideas -Use a variety of
and in tune
in a group
others
-Appreciate harmonies and
- Demonstrate imagination
displaying a
musical devices
-Vary and maintain
work out how drones and
and confidence in the use of
variety of
such
as
melody,
rhythms to suit a
melodic ostinato are used
sounds
techniques
rhythm and chords style
to accompany singing
-Quickly read notes and
-Understand how lyrics reflect -Use ICT to
-Refine and
-use different venues
cultural context
organize musical know how many beats
improve own work and occasions to vary
they represent
-Know and use standard
ideas
-Understand
performances
musical notation to perform
-Use knowledge
different cultural
and record own music
of lyrics to
meanings and
enhance
purposes of music
compositions
including
-Use musical
contemporary
vocabulary to
know how best to
combine musical
evidence
Repeated pattern





Build up
drawings and
images of
whole or
parts of items
using various
techniques
Produce screen
printing
Explore
printing
techniques used
by various
artists

Unit – Happy

Unit- Reflect, Rewind and
Replay
-Hold a part in a round
-Sing in harmony with
confidence and accuracy
-Know that music can be
played or listened to for a
variety of purposes
(throughout history and
in different cultures)

Photography

Aboriginal Patterns









Understand the
effect of light
on objects and
people from
different
directions
Interpret the
texture of a
surface
Produce
increasingly
accurate
drawings of
people
Understand
the concept
of





Create own abstract
pattern to reflect
personal
experiences and
expression
Create pattern for
purposes
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perspective

DT

Morse Code
Electrical and mechanical
components

Use different kinds of circuit
in my product.

Consider adding a circuit to
improve the product.
Periscope

Test and evaluate my final
product.

Decide if my product is fit
for purpose.

Suggest improvements.

Consider whether different
resources should have been
used.

Decided whether more or
different information would
have been beneficial.
Evaluate existing products
against my own criteria.

Mayan Wall
Hangings
Textiles

Consider the user
when choosing
textiles.

Create an
attractive and
strong product.

Make a prototype.

Use a range of
joining techniques.

Consider how the
product can be
sold.

Consider how the
product could be
improved.

Aboriginal Patterns


Consider the use of the
product when selecting
materials.
Evaluate my product against
the design criteria

Use tools and materials
precisely.

Change the way I am
working if needed.

Consider the aesthetic
qualities of my work.
Consider the functionality of
my work..

Trips/ Wow Days
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WOW
WW1 Workshop
opportunities 13.09.19 Roald Dahl Day
21.09.19 World Alzheimer’s
Parent days
Day (Fundraising for E-ACT
passport)
Black History Month
(October)
4-10.10.19 World Space
Week
7.07.19 Jeans for Genes day
21.10.19 Everyone writes day

Red Bus tour of
Bristol
05.10.19 Guy
Fawkes Day
10.11.19
Remembrance
Sunday
11-15.11.19
National
Antibullying
Week
18.11.19 Children
in need
21-27.11.19 Road
safety week

Mayan Workshop
Chinese new year
4710. Year of the
dragon.
Wc 28th Feb –
National story-telliing
week

Natural Disaster
survival craft
9-18.10.19 World
book day

Harry Potter Trip

National Science
and engineering
week

Downs wildlife trip

World storytelling
day

Earth Day

Sydney Opera House
(marshmallows/spaghetti)
Haka

Wrong trousers day

